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Ready-to-assemble 
component kit

A comprehensive and fully 
compatible range of the 
fundamental components required 
to build your mobile robot from 
scratch. All parts are selected, tried 
and tested by our engineers for 
performance and reliability.

Need a complete solution?
CE Marked engineered system & accompanying training program

For more demanding or complex projects we can design, build and configure a complete system to match your exacting specification. We will 
also deliver a comprehensive training program covering all aspects of safety, operation and maintenance. 

Pre-assembled & pre-wired 
component kit

A part-built unit comprising ORMi 
KIT with additional mechanical and 
electrical components all pre-wired 
and mounted onto a stainless steel 
baseplate by our engineers, all set 
for you to continue the build and 
integrate with your own chassis.

Built & configured 
functioning unit

A mobile unit comprising ORMi 
WIRED fixed to a robust aluminium 
chassis with servo motors, mounting 
brackets, batteries and wheels 
with options for all payloads up to 
2000kg. A ready-to-GO platform 
primed by our engineers.

KITKIT WIREDWIRED GOGO
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The                family 



Why                ?

The ORMi family is a flagship innovation for AMR, AGV and AIV development. Here are just a few reasons why you 
should go ORMi.

COMPATIBLE 

Build-a-bot with tried and tested 
industry proven parts that you 

know are going to work together 
seamlessly.

EASY TO INTEGRATE

Ease the coding process with a 
powerful setup and monitoring PC 
utility, sample scripts, APIs, ROS 

drivers and simulator.

TIME SAVING

Gain weeks or months to spend on 
the development work that really 

matters instead of wasting valuable 
time on mundane tasks.

TECH MADE EASY

Simplify the complex with just one 
controller, which can be operated from 
practically anything - PLC, joystick and 

radio controls, push buttons etc.

PEACE OF MIND 

Benefit from our free technical 
advisory service where help is 

always on hand to keep your project 
on track and in budget.

CUSTOMISABLE 

Adapt your ORMi to meet the 
specific needs of your application 
and to overcome any unexpected 

challenges.

LOW RISK

Build up your mobile robotics 
R&D knowledge and expertise, 

economically, in a market where 
experience is in short supply.

CONVENIENT

Choose which stage of the 
development process is best for 

you to start from with three options 
from the ORMi family.

LOW COST

Save tens of thousands of pounds 
on a mobile robot with a low capital 

outlay compared to buying an 
off-the-shelf product.
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